CAMPUSS  COMMUNITY: Technology Education (Tech ED)
is located in the new "Middle Campus" and is in the Riparian Woodlands and Desert Grasslands landscape zones. It is in the Tech ED Zone. Allied Health1 (32) is the only existing building. There are 14 new buildings – Allied Health2, Administration & Justice (AJ), Fire Technology, Automotive, Welding, Electronics/CIDG, Construction, Environmental/ Sustainability Technology (seven buildings). Automotive, Welding and Construction are two story buildings with classrooms and offices over two large shops and a common yard called "Tech Yard". Electronics/CIDG is a one story building that is located above the Construction shop. This organization provides a quiet environment for classrooms and offices. Automotive, Welding, Electronics/CIDG and Construction create a micro community for manufacturing studies. Allied Health2, AJ, and Fire Technology buildings are one story and create a micro community for public services. The three buildings are organized to create triangular shaped formal courtyard called "Honor Court" where daily inspections and ceremonies would occur.
The AJ building over looks "Justice Point" an exercise field for cadets and has an uninterrupted view of Lower Campus and the desert horizon beyond.
The Fire Technology department shares a training facility and tower with the new Fire Station at the Training Grounds. The students and faculty of Fire Technology access the Training Grounds by a walkway and bridge that passes through and over the Manufacturing Studies micro community. This allows an opportunity for passers by to observe the daily activities of another department. The Training Grounds is also shared with students and faculty of AJ and the Allied Health department.
The Environmental/Sustainability Technology department has one main building that facilitates offices and classrooms along with five free standing labs and a greenhouse. This department is situated in the Ecological Restoration and Research Site. It also has an uninterrupted view of Lower Campus and the desert horizon beyond.
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